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Section 1: Introduction
1.1.

Procedural Approach

Object-oriented programming was developed because limitations were discovered in
earlier approaches to programming. To appreciate what OOP does, we need to
understand what these limitations are and how they arose from traditional
programming languages.
1.2.

Procedural Languages

C, Pascal, FORTRAN, and similar languages are procedural languages. That is, each
statement in the language tells the computer to do something: Get some input, add these
numbers, divide by six, display that output. A program in a procedural language is a list
of instructions. For very small programs, no other organizing principle (often called a
paradigm) is needed. The programmer creates the list of instructions, and the computer
carries them out.
1.3. Division into Functions
When programs become larger, a single list of instructions becomes unwieldy. Few
programmers can comprehend a program of more than a few hundred statements
unless it is broken down into smaller units. For this reason the function was adopted as
a way to make programs more comprehensible to their human creators. (The term
function is used in C++ and C. In other languages the same concept may be referred to as
a subroutine, a subprogram, or a procedure.) A procedural program is divided into
functions, and (ideally, at least) each function has a clearly defined purpose and a
clearly defined interface to the other functions in the program.
The idea of breaking a program into functions can be further extended by grouping a
number of functions together into a larger entity called a module (which is often a file),
but the principle is similar: a grouping of components that execute lists of instructions.
Dividing a program into functions and modules is one of the cornerstones of structured
programming, the somewhat loosely defined discipline that influenced programming
organization for several decades before the advent of object-oriented programming.
1.4. Problems with Structured Programming
As programs grow ever larger and more complex, even the structured programming
approach begins to show signs of strain. You may have heard about, or been involved in,
horror stories of program development. The project is too complex, the schedule slips,
more programmers are added, complexity increases, costs skyrocket, the schedule slips
further, and disaster ensues. Analyzing the reasons for these failures reveals that there
are weaknesses in the procedural paradigm itself. No matter how well the structured
programming approach is implemented, large programs become excessively complex.
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What are the reasons for these problems with procedural languages? There are two
related problems. First, functions have unrestricted access to global data. Second,
unrelated functions and data, the basis of the procedural paradigm, provide a poor
model of the real world.
1.5. Unrestricted Access
In a procedural program, one written in C for example, there are two kinds of data. Local
data is hidden inside a function, and is used exclusively by the function. In the inventory
program a display function might use local data to remember which item it was
displaying. Local data is closely related to its function and is safe from modification by
other functions.
However, when two or more functions must access the same data—and this is true of
the most important data in a program—then the data must be made global, as our
collection of inventory items is. Global data can be accessed by any function in the
program. (We ignore the issue of grouping functions into modules, which doesn’t
materially affect our argument.) The arrangement of local and global variables in a
procedural program is shown in figure below.

In a large program, there are many functions and many global data items. The problem
with the procedural paradigm is that this leads to an even larger number of potential
connections between functions and data, as shown in figure below.
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This large number of connections causes problems in several ways. First, it makes a
program’s structure difficult to conceptualize. Second, it makes the program difficult to
modify. A change made in a global data item may necessitate rewriting all the functions
that access that item.
For example, in our inventory program, someone may decide that the product codes for
the inventory items should be changed from 5 digits to 12 digits. This may necessitate a
change from a short to a long data type.
1.5. Real-World Modeling
The second—and more important—problem with the procedural paradigm is that its
arrangement of separate data and functions does a poor job of modeling things in the
real world. In the physical world we deal with objects such as people and cars. Such
objects aren’t like data and they aren’t like functions. Complex real-world objects have
both attributes and behavior.
1.5.1. Attributes
Examples of attributes (sometimes called characteristics) are, for people, eye color and
job title; and, for cars, horsepower and number of doors. As it turns out, attributes in the
real world are equivalent to data in a program: they have a certain specific values, such
as blue (for eye color) or four (for the number of doors).
1.5.2. Behavior
Behavior is something a real-world object does in response to some stimulus. If you ask
your boss for a raise, she will generally say yes or no. If you apply the brakes in a car, it
will generally stop. Saying something and stopping are examples of behavior.
Behavior is like a function: you call a function to do something (display the inventory,
for example) and it does it.
So neither data nor functions, by themselves, model real-world objects effectively.
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2. The Object-Oriented Approach
The fundamental idea behind object-oriented languages is to combine into a single
unit both data and the functions that operate on that data. Such a unit is called an object.
An object’s functions, called member functions in C++, typically provide the only way to
access its data. If you want to read a data item in an object, you call a member function
in the object. It will access the data and return the value to you. You can’t access the data
directly.
The data is hidden, so it is safe from accidental alteration. Data and its functions are said
to be encapsulated into a single entity. Data encapsulation and data hiding are key
terms in the description of object-oriented languages.
If you want to modify the data in an object, you know exactly what functions interact
with it: the member functions in the object. No other functions can access the data. This
simplifies writing, debugging, and maintaining the program.
A C++ program typically consists of a number of objects, which communicate with each
other by calling one another’s member functions. The organization of a C++ program is
shown in figure below.

We should mention that what are called member functions in C++ are called methods in
some other object-oriented (OO) languages (such as Smalltalk, one of the first OO
languages). Also, data items are referred to as attributes or instance variables. Calling an
object’s member function is referred to as sending a message to the object. These terms
are not official C++ terminology, but they are used with increasing frequency, especially
in object-oriented design.
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2.1. An Analogy
You might want to think of objects as departments—such as sales, accounting,
personnel, and so on—in a company. Departments provide an important approach to
corporate organization. In most companies (except very small ones), people don’t work
on personnel problems one day, the payroll the next, and then go out in the field as
salespeople the week after. Each department has its own personnel, with clearly
assigned duties. It also has its own data: the accounting department has payroll figures,
the sales department has sales figures, the personnel department keeps records of each
employee, and so on.
The people in each department control and operate on that department’s data. Dividing
the company into departments makes it easier to comprehend and control the
company’s activities, and helps maintain the integrity of the information used by the
company. The accounting department, for instance, is responsible for the payroll data. If
you’re a sales manager, and you need to know the total of all the salaries paid in the
southern region in July, you don’t just walk into the accounting department and start
rummaging through file cabinets. This view of corporate organization is shown in figure
below.

In the same way, objects provide an approach to program organization while helping
to maintain the integrity of the program’s data.
2.2. OOP: An Approach to Organization
Keep in mind that object-oriented programming is not primarily concerned with the
details of program operation. Instead, it deals with the overall organization of the
program.
Most individual program statements in C++ are similar to statements in procedural
languages, and many are identical to statements in C. Indeed, an entire member function
in a C++ program may be very similar to a procedural function in C. It is only when you
look at the larger context that you can determine whether a statement or a function is
part of a procedural C program or an object-oriented C++ program.
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3. Characteristics of Object-Oriented Languages

3.1. Class
In OOP we say that objects are members of classes. What does this mean? Let’s look at
an analogy. Almost all computer languages have built-in data types. For instance, a data
type int, meaning integer, is predefined in C++. You can declare as many variables of
type int as you need in your program:
int day;
int count;
int divisor;
int answer;
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In a similar way, you can define many objects of the same class, as shown in figure
below.

A class serves as a plan, or blueprint. It specifies what data and what functions will be
included in objects of that class. Defining the class doesn’t create any objects, just as the
mere existence of data type int doesn’t create any variables.
The building block of C++ that leads to Object-Oriented programming is a Class. It is a
user-defined data type, which holds its own data members and member functions,
which can be accessed and used by creating an instance of that class. A class is like a
blueprint for an object.
For Example: Consider the Class of Cars. There may be many cars with different names
and brand but all of them will share some common properties like all of them will have
4 wheels, Speed Limit, Mileage range etc. So here, Car is the class and wheels, speed
limits, mileage are their properties.
 A Class is a user-defined data-type which has data members and member
functions.
 Data members are the data variables and member functions are the functions
used to manipulate these variables and together these data members and
member functions define the properties and behaviour of the objects in a Class.
 In the above example of class Car, the data member will be speed limit, mileage
etc and member functions can apply brakes, increase speed etc.
We can say that a Class in C++ is a blue-print representing a group of objects which
shares some common properties and behaviours.
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3.2. Object
An Object is an identifiable entity with some characteristics and behaviour. An Object is
an instance of a Class. When a class is defined, no memory is allocated but when it is
instantiated (i.e. an object is created) memory is allocated.
Object take up space in memory and have an associated address like a record in pascal
or structure or union in C.
When a program is executed the objects interact by sending messages to one another.
Each object contains data and code to manipulate the data. Objects can interact without
having to know details of each other’s data or code, it is sufficient to know the type of
message accepted and type of response returned by the objects.
What kinds of things become objects in object-oriented programs? The answer to this is
limited only by your imagination, but here are some typical categories to start you
thinking:
• Physical objects
Automobiles in a traffic-flow simulation
Electrical components in a circuit-design program
Countries in an economics model
Aircraft in an air traffic control system
• Elements of the computer-user environment
Windows
Menus
Graphics objects (lines, rectangles, circles)
The mouse, keyboard, disk drives, printer
• Data-storage constructs
Customized arrays
Stacks
Linked lists
Binary trees
• Human entities
Employees
Students
Customers
Salespeople
• Collections of data
An inventory
A personnel file
A dictionary
A table of the latitudes and longitudes of world cities
• User-defined data types
Time
Angles
Complex numbers
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Points on the plane

3.3. Encapsulation
In normal terms, Encapsulation is defined as wrapping up of data and information
under a single unit. In Object-Oriented Programming, Encapsulation is defined as
binding together the data and the functions that manipulate them.
Consider a real-life example of encapsulation, in a company, there are different sections
like the accounts section, finance section, sales section etc. The finance section handles
all the financial transactions and keeps records of all the data related to finance.
Similarly, the sales section handles all the sales-related activities and keeps records of
all the sales. Now there may arise a situation when for some reason an official from the
finance section needs all the data about sales in a particular month. In this case, he is not
allowed to directly access the data of the sales section. He will first have to contact some
other officer in the sales section and then request him to give the particular data. This is
what encapsulation is. Here the data of the sales section and the employees that can
manipulate them are wrapped under a single name “sales section”.

Encapsulation in C++

Methods

Variables

Class
Encapsulation also leads to data abstraction or hiding. As using encapsulation also hides
the data. In the above example, the data of any of the section like sales, finance or
accounts are hidden from any other section.

3.4. Abstraction
Data abstraction is one of the most essential and important features of object-oriented
programming in C++. Abstraction means displaying only essential information and
hiding the details. Data abstraction refers to providing only essential information about
the data to the outside world, hiding the background details or implementation.
Consider a real-life example of a man driving a car. The man only knows that pressing
the accelerators will increase the speed of the car or applying brakes will stop the car
but he does not know about how on pressing accelerator the speed is actually
increasing, he does not know about the inner mechanism of the car or the
implementation of accelerator, brakes etc in the car. This is what abstraction is.
 Abstraction using Classes: We can implement Abstraction in C++ using classes.
The class helps us to group data members and member functions using available
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access specifiers. A Class can decide which data member will be visible to the
outside world and which is not.
Abstraction in Header files: One more type of abstraction in C++ can be header
files. For example, consider the pow() method present in math.h header file.
Whenever we need to calculate the power of a number, we simply call the
function pow() present in the math.h header file and pass the numbers as
arguments without knowing the underlying algorithm according to which the
function is actually calculating the power of numbers.

3.5. Polymorphism
The word polymorphism means having many forms. In simple words, we can define
polymorphism as the ability of a message to be displayed in more than one form.
A person at the same time can have different characteristic. Like a man at the same time
is a father, a husband, an employee. So the same person posses different behaviour in
different situations. This is called polymorphism.
An operation may exhibit different behaviours in different instances. The behaviour
depends upon the types of data used in the operation.
C++ supports operator overloading and function overloading.
 Operator Overloading: The process of making an operator to exhibit different
behaviours in different instances is known as operator overloading.
 Function Overloading: Function overloading is using a single function name to
perform
different
types
of
tasks.
Polymorphism is extensively used in implementing inheritance.
Example: Suppose we have to write a function to add some integers, some times there
are 2 integers, some times there are 3 integers. We can write the Addition Method with
the same name having different parameters, the concerned method will be called
according to parameters.
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3.6. Inheritance
The capability of a class to derive properties and characteristics from another class is
called Inheritance. Inheritance is one of the most important features of Object-Oriented
Programming.

Sub Class: The class that inherits properties from another class is called Sub
class or Derived Class.
 Super Class:The class whose properties are inherited by sub class is called Base
Class or Super class.
 Reusability: Inheritance supports the concept of “reusability”, i.e. when we want
to create a new class and there is already a class that includes some of the code
that we want, we can derive our new class from the existing class. By doing this,
we are reusing the fields and methods of the existing class.
Example: Dog, Cat, Cow can be Derived Class of Animal Base Class.
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3.6.1. Different Types of Inheritance
OOPs support the six different types of inheritance as given below :
1. Single inheritance
2. Multi-level inheritance
3. Multiple inheritance
4. Multipath inheritance
5. Hierarchical Inheritance
6. Hybrid Inheritance
3.6.1.1.

Single inheritance

In this inheritance, a derived class is created from a single base class.
In the given example, Class A is the parent class and Class B is the child class since Class
B inherits the features and behavior of the parent class A.

Class A

Class B
Single Inheritance

3.6.1.2.

Multi-level inheritance

In this inheritance, a derived class is created from another derived class.
In the given example, class c inherits the properties and behavior of class B and class B
inherits the properties and behavior of class B. So, here A is the parent class of B and
class B is the parent class of C. So, here class C implicitly inherits the properties and
behavior of class A along with Class B i.e there is a multilevel of inheritance.
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Class A

Class B

Class C
Multilevel Inheritance
3.6.1.3.

Multiple inheritance

In this inheritance, a derived class is created from more than one base class. This
inheritance is not supported by .NET Languages like C#, F# etc. and Java Language.
In the given example, class c inherits the properties and behavior of class B and class A
at same level. So, here A and Class B both are the parent classes for Class C.

Class A

Class B

Class C
Multiple Inheritance
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3.6.1.4.

Multipath Inheritance

In this inheritance, a derived class is created from another derived classes and the same
base class of another derived classes. This inheritance is not supported by .NET
languages like C#, F# etc.
In the given example, class D inherits the properties and behaviour of class C and Class
B as well as class A. Both class C and Class B inherits class A. So, Class A is the parent of
class B and Class C as well as class D. So it’s making it Multipath inheritance.

Class A

Class B

Class C

Class D
Multipath inheritance
3.6.1.5.

Hierarchical Inheritance

In this inheritance, more than one derived classes are created from a single base class
and futher child classes act as parent classes for more than one child classes.
In the given example, class A has two childs class B and class D. Further, class B and
class C both are having two childs - class D and E; class F and G respectively.

Class A

Class C

Class B
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Hybrid inheritance

This is combination of more than one inheritance. Hence, it may be a combination of
Multilevel and Multiple inheritance or Hierarchical and Multilevel inheritance or
Hierarchical and Multipath inheritance or Hierarchical, Multilevel and Multiple
inheritance.
Since .NET Languages like C#, F# etc. does not support multiple and multipath
inheritance. Hence hybrid inheritance with a combination of multiple or multipath
inheritances is not supported by .NET Languages.

Class A

Class C

Class D

Class F

Class B

Class E
Hybrid Inheritance

3.6.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Inheritance
Advantages
1. Reduce code redundancy.
2. Provides code reusability.
3. Reduces source code size and improves code readability.
4. The code is easy to manage and divided into parent and child classes.
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5. Supports code extensibility by overriding the base class functionality within
child classes.
Disadvantages
1. In Inheritance base class and child class, both are tightly coupled. Hence If you
change the code of parent class, it will affect all the child classes.
2. In a class hierarchy, many data members remain unused and the memory
allocated to them is not utilized. Hence it affects the performance of your
program if you have not implemented inheritance correctly.
3.7. Dynamic Binding: In dynamic binding, the code to be executed in response to
function call is decided at runtime. C++ has virtual functions to support this.
3.8. Message Passing: Objects communicate with one another by sending and
receiving information to each other. A message for an object is a request for execution
of a procedure and therefore will invoke a function in the receiving object that
generates the desired results. Message passing involves specifying the name of the
object, the name of the function and the information to be sent.

4. C++ and C
C++ is derived from the C language. Strictly speaking, it is a superset of C: Almost every
correct statement in C is also a correct statement in C++, although the reverse is not
true. The most important elements added to C to create C++ concern classes, objects,
and object-oriented programming. (C++ was originally called “C with classes.”)
However, C++ has many other new features as well, including an improved approach to
input/output (I/O) and a new way to write comments. Figure below shows the
relationship of C and C++.
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In fact, the practical differences between C and C++ are larger than you might think.
Although you can write a program in C++ that looks like a program in C, hardly anyone
does. C++ programmers not only make use of the new features of C++, they also
emphasize the traditional C features in different proportions than do C programmers.
If you already know C, you will have a head start in learning C++ (although you may also
have some bad habits to unlearn), but much of the material will be new.

4.1. Difference between C and C++.
Basis of distinction

C

C++

Developed

C was developed by Dennis Ritchie C++ was developed by
between the year 1969 and 1973 at AT&T Bjarne
Stroustrup
in
Bell Labs
1979.

Programming type

It is a Procedural Oriented language.

Approach

C
language
follows
programming approach

File extension

The file extension of a C program is .c

Program division
Structure

Top

It is an Object-Oriented
Programming language.
Down C++ follow bottom-up
programming approach.
The file extension of a c+ +
program language is.cpp

In C++ programming
In C programming language, a big program
language, a big program
code is divided into small pieces which is
code is divided into
called functions.
Objects and Classes.
Structure in C not provide the feature of Structure in C++ provides
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C
function declaration.

Inline function
Standard
operations

It does not allow inline function.

C++
the feature of declaring a
function as a member
function of the structure.
It supports inline function.

In C++ cin» and cout« are
I/O In C scan and printf are used for the
given for standard input
standard input and output
and output operations.
Data is secure, so it can't
be accessed by external
functions.
(Using
Encapsulation concept of
OOPs)

Data Security

In C language the data is not secured.

Ease of Coding

C is an older programming language that is
C++ is an extension
described as Hands-on. In this language,
language of C. It allows for
you must tell the program to do
the highly controlled
everything. Moreover, this language will
object-oriented code.
let you do almost anything.

C++ is compatible with
Compatibility with
C is not compatible with another language. the
other
generic
other languages
programming languages.
Pointer
Variable

C++
supports
both
pointers and references.
C++ allows you to declare
In C, the variable should be defined at the
variables anywhere in the
beginning of the program.
function.
C supports only Pointers.

Point of Focus

C++
emphasizes
the
C focuses on the steps or procedures that objects and not the steps
are followed to solve a problem.
or procedures. It has
higher abstraction level.

Function
Overloading

C does not allow you to use function C++ allows you to use
overloading.
function overloading.

Data Types

C language does not allows you to declare
C++ supports String and
String or Boolean data types. It supports
Boolean data types.
built-in and primitive data types.

C++ supports Exception
C does not support Exception Handling. handling. Moreover, this
Exception Handling However, it can be performed using some operation
can
be
workarounds.
performed using try and
catch block.
Functions

Does not allows functions with default Allow

functions

with
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C
arrangements

C++
default arrangements.
It is present in the C++
language.
Originally developed from
the
C
programming
language.

Namespace

It is absent in C language.

Source Code

Free-format program source code.

Relationship

C++ is a superset of C. C++
C is a subset of C++. It cannot run C++ can run most of C code
code.
while C cannot run C++
code.

Driven by

Function-driven language

Focus

Focuses on method or process instead of Focuses on data instead of
data.
method or procedure.

Encapsulation

Supports encapsulation.
Does not support encapsulation. As Data
Data and functions are
and functions are separate and free
encapsulated together as
entities.
an object.

Information hiding

Encapsulation hides the
C does not support information hiding. In
data.
So
that
data
this language, data are free entities and
structures and operators
can be changed outside code.
are used as per intention.

Memory
management

C provide malloc() and calloc() functions C++ provides a new
for dynamic memory allocation.
operator for this purpose.

Data Types

Supports built-in data types.

Global Variables

Multiple Declaration of
Allows Multiple Declaration of global
global variables are not
variables.
allowed.

Object-driven language

Supports built-in & userdefined data types.

The mapping between
The mapping between Data and Function Data and Function can be
Concept of Mapping
is very complicated.
easily established using
"Classes and Objects."
Inheritance

Inheritance is not supported C

Inheritance is possible in
C++ language.

Default header file

C used stdio.h header file.

C++ uses iosteam.h as
default header file.

Virtual function

The concept of virtual
The concept of virtual Functions are
Function is not used in
present in C.
C++.
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C

C++

Contain 32 keywords.

Contains 52 keywords.

Polymorphism

In C. Polymorphism is not possible

The
concept
of
polymorphism is used in
C++. Polymorphism is one
of the most Important
Features of OOPS.

GUI programming

C language offers GTK tool for GUI C++ supports Qt tools for
programming
GUIprogramming

4.2. KEY DIFFERENCE







C is a Procedural Oriented language, whereas C++ is an Object-Oriented
Programming language.
C supports only Pointers whereas C++ supports both pointers and references.
C does not allow you to use function overloading whereas C++ allows you to use
function overloading.
C supports built-in data types whereas C++ supports built-in as well as user-defined
data types.
C language follows the Top-Down programming approach whereas C++ follows a
bottom-up programming approach.
C scan and printf are used for the standard input and output while in C++, cin and
cout are given for standard input and output operations.

4.3. Basic Program Construction
Let’s look at a very simple C++ program. This program is called FIRST, so its source file
is FIRST.CPP. It simply prints a sentence on the screen. Here it is:
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
cout << “Every age has a language of its own\n”;
return 0;
}
Despite its small size, this program demonstrates a great deal about the construction of
C++ programs. Let’s examine it in detail.

4.4. Output Using cout
As you have seen, the statement cout << “Every age has a language of its own\n”; causes
the phrase in quotation marks to be displayed on the screen. How does this work? A
complete description of this statement requires an understanding of objects, operator
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overloading, and other topics we won’t discuss until later in the book, but here’s a brief
preview.
The identifier cout (pronounced “C out”) is actually an object. It is predefined in C++ to
correspond to the standard output stream. A stream is an abstraction that refers to a
flow of data.
The standard output stream normally flows to the screen display—although it can be
redirected to other output devices. We’ll discuss streams (and redirection) in Chapter
12, “Streams and Files.”
The operator << is called the insertion or put to operator. It directs the contents of the
variable on its right to the object on its left. In FIRST it directs the string constant “Every
age has a language of its own\n” to cout, which sends it to the display.
(If you know C, you’ll recognize << as the left-shift bit-wise operator and wonder how it
can also be used to direct output. In C++, operators can be overloaded. That is, they can
perform different activities, depending on the context.
Although the concepts behind the use of cout and << may be obscure at this point, using
them is easy. They’ll appear in almost every example program. Figure below shows the
result of using cout and the insertion operator <<.

String Constants
The phrase in quotation marks, “Every age has a language of its own\n”, is an example
of a string constant. As you probably know, a constant, unlike a variable, cannot be given
a new value as the program runs. Its value is set when the program is written, and it
retains this value throughout the program’s existence.

Output Variations
The statement
cout << “var1+10 is “;
displays a string constant, as we’ve seen before. The next statement
cout << var2 << endl;
displays the value of the variable var2. As you can see in your console output window,
the output of the program is
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var1+10 is 30
Note that cout and the << operator know how to treat an integer and a string differently.
If we send them a string, they print it as text. If we send them an integer, they print it as
a number.
This may seem obvious, but it is another example of operator overloading, a key feature
of C++.

4.5. Input with cin
Now that we’ve seen some variable types in use, let’s see how a program accomplishes
input.
The next example program asks the user for a temperature in deg
// fahren.cpp
// demonstrates cin, newline
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
int ftemp; //for temperature in fahrenheit
cout << “Enter temperature in fahrenheit: “;
cin >> ftemp;
int ctemp = (ftemp-32) * 5 / 9;
cout << “Equivalent in Celsius is: “ << ctemp << „\n‟;
return 0;
}
The statement
cin >> ftemp;
causes the program to wait for the user to type in a number. The resulting number is
placed in the variable ftemp. The keyword cin (pronounced “C in”) is an object,
predefined in C++ to correspond to the standard input stream. This stream represents
data coming from the keyboard (unless it has been redirected).
The >> is the extraction or get from operator. It takes the value from the stream object
on its left and places it in the variable on its right.
Here’s some sample interaction with the program:
Enter temperature in fahrenheit: 212
Equivalent in Celsius is: 100
Figure below shows input using cin and the extraction operator >>.
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Cascading <<

The insertion operator << is used repeatedly in the second cout statement in FAHREN.
This is perfectly legal. The program first sends the phrase Equivalent in Celsius is: to
cout, then it sends the value of ctemp, and finally the newline character ‘\n’.
The extraction operator >> can be cascaded with cin in the same way, allowing the user
to enter a series of values. However, this capability is not used so often, since it
eliminates the opportunity to prompt the user between inputs.

4.7. The new Operator
C++ provides a different approach to obtaining blocks of memory: the new operator.
This versatile operator obtains memory from the operating system and returns a
pointer to its starting point. The NEWINTRO example shows how new is used:
// newintro.cpp
// introduces operator new
#include <iostream>
#include <cstring> //for strlen
using namespace std;
int main()
{
char* str = “Idle hands are the devil‟s workshop.”;
int len = strlen(str); //get length of str
char* ptr; //make a pointer to char
ptr = new char[len+1]; //set aside memory: string + „\0‟
strcpy(ptr, str); //copy str to new memory area ptr
cout << “ptr=” << ptr << endl; //show that ptr is now in str
delete[] ptr; //release ptr‟s memory
return 0;
}
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The expression
ptr = new char[len+1];
returns a pointer to a section of memory just large enough to hold the string str, whose
length len we found with the strlen() library function, plus an extra byte for the null
character ‘\0’ at the end of the string. Figure below shows the syntax of a statement
using the new operator.
Remember to use brackets around the size; the compiler won’t object if you mistakenly
use parentheses, but the results will be incorrect.

Figure above shows the memory obtained by new and the pointer to it.
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In NEWINTRO we use strcpy() to copy string str to the newly created memory area
pointed to by ptr. Since we made this area equal in size to the length of str, the string fits
exactly. The output of NEWINTRO is ptr=Idle hands are the devil’s workshop.
C programmers will recognize that new plays a role similar to the malloc() family of
library functions. The new approach is superior in that it returns a pointer to the
appropriate data type, while malloc()’s pointer must be cast to the appropriate type.
There are other advantages as well.
C programmers may wonder whether there is a C++ equivalent to realloc() for changing
the size of memory that has already been reallocated. Sorry, there’s no renew in C++.
You’ll need to fall back on the ploy of creating a larger (or smaller) space with new, and
copying your data from the old area to the new one.
4.8. The delete Operator
If your program reserves many chunks of memory using new, eventually all the
available memory will be reserved and the system will crash. To ensure safe and
efficient use of memory, the new operator is matched by a corresponding delete
operator that returns memory to the operating system.
In NEWINTRO the statement
delete[] ptr;
returns to the system whatever memory was pointed to by ptr.
Actually, there is no need for this operator in NEWINTRO, since memory is
automatically returned when the program terminates. However, suppose you use new
in a function. If the function uses a local variable as a pointer to this memory, the
pointer will be destroyed when the function terminates, but the memory will be left as
an orphan, taking up space that is inaccessible to the rest of the program. Thus it is
always good practice, and often essential, to delete memory when you’re through with
it.
Deleting the memory doesn’t delete the pointer that points to it (str in NEWINTRO), and
doesn’t change the address value in the pointer. However, this address is no longer
valid; the memory it points to may be changed to something entirely different. Be
careful that you don’t use pointers to memory that has been deleted.
The brackets following delete indicate that we’re deleting an array. If you create a single
object with new, you don’t need the brackets when you delete it.
ptr = new SomeClass; // allocate a single object
...
delete ptr; // no brackets following delete
However, don’t forget the brackets when deleting arrays of objects. Using them ensures
that all the members of the array are deleted, and that the destructor is called for each
one.
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5. UML
What is UML?
It is the general purpose modeling language used to visualize the system. It is a
graphical language that is standard to the software industry for specifying,
visualizing, constructing and documenting the artifacts of the software systems, as
well as for business modeling.
What is Class?
A Class is a blueprint that is used to create Object. The Class defines what object can
do.
What is Class Diagram?
UML CLASS DIAGRAM gives an overview of a software system by displaying classes,
attributes, operations, and their relationships. This Diagram includes the class
name, attributes, and operation in separate designated compartments.
Class Diagram defines the types of objects in the system and the different types of
relationships that exist among them. It gives a high-level view of an application.
This modeling method can run with almost all Object-Oriented Methods. A class can
refer to another class. A class can have its objects or may inherit from other classes.
Class Diagram helps construct the code for the software application development.
Class diagrams have a lot of properties to consider while drawing but here the
diagram will be considered from a top level view.
Class diagram is basically a graphical representation of the static view of the system
and represents different aspects of the application. A collection of class diagrams
represent the whole system.
The following points should be remembered while drawing a class diagram −
 The name of the class diagram should be meaningful to describe the aspect of the
system.
 Each element and their relationships should be identified in advance.
 Responsibility (attributes and methods) of each class should be clearly identified
 For each class, minimum number of properties should be specified, as
unnecessary properties will make the diagram complicated.
 Use notes whenever required to describe some aspect of the diagram. At the end
of the drawing it should be understandable to the developer/coder.
 Finally, before making the final version, the diagram should be drawn on plain
paper and reworked as many times as possible to make it correct.
Essential elements of UML class diagram are:
1. Class Name
2. Attributes
3. Operations
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Class Name

The name of the class is only needed in the graphical representation of the class. It
appears in the topmost compartment. A class is the blueprint of an object which can
share the same relationships, attributes, operations, & semantics. The class is
rendered as a rectangle, including its name, attributes, and operations in sperate
compartments.
Following rules must be taken care of while representing a class:
1. A class name should always start with a capital letter.
2. A class name should always be in the center of the first compartment.
3. A class name should always be written in bold format.
4. An abstract class name should be written in italics format.
Attributes:
An attribute is named property of a class which describes the object being modeled.
In the class diagram, this component is placed just below the name-compartment.

A derived attribute is computed from other attributes. For example, an age of the
student can be easily computed from his/her birth date.
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Attributes characteristics
 The attributes are generally written along with the visibility factor.
 Public, private, protected and package are the four visibilities which are denoted
by +, -, #, or ~ signs respectively.
 Visibility describes the accessibility of an attribute of a class.
 Attributes must have a meaningful name that describes the use of it in a class.
Methods
Functions are like add() and display() in class Student.

Class Name

attributes

void add()
void display()

methods / functions
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6. Exercise
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

Pascal, BASIC, and C are p_____ languages, while C++ is an o_____ language.
A widget is to the blueprint for a widget as an object is to
a.
a member function.
b.
a class.
c.
an operator.
d.
a data item.
The two major components of an object are _____ and functions that _____.
In C++, a function contained within a class is called
a.
a member function.
b.
an operator.
c.
a class function.
d.
a method.
Protecting data from access by unauthorized functions is called _____.
Which of the following are good reasons to use an object-oriented language?
a.
You can define your own data types.
b.
Program statements are simpler than in procedural languages.
c.
An OO program can be taught to correct its own errors.
d.
It’s easier to conceptualize an OO program.
_____ model entities in the real world more closely than do functions.
True or false: A C++ program is similar to a C program except for the details of
coding.
Bundling data and functions together is called _____.
When a language has the capability to produce new data types, it is said to be
a.
reprehensible.
b.
encapsulated.
c.
overloaded.
d.
extensible.
True or false: You can easily tell, from any two lines of code, whether a program
is written in C or C++.
The ability of a function or operator to act in different ways on different data
types is called __________.
A normal C++ operator that acts in special ways on newly defined data types is
said to be
a.
glorified.
b.
encapsulated.
c.
classified.
d.
overloaded.
Memorizing the new terms used in C++ is
a.
critically important.
b.
something you can return to later.
c.
the key to wealth and success.
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d.
completely irrelevant.
15. Draw class diagram of Banking system
16. Draw class diagram of Hospital System
17. Write a C++ program to take input values of integer, character and float then
print them.
18. Write a C++ Program to Check if a given Integer is Odd or Even.
19. Write a C++ Program to Calculate the Sum of Odd & Even Numbers.
20. Write a C++Program to Check if a given Integer is Positive or Negative.
21. Write a C++Program to Find the Number of Integers Divisible by 5.
22. Write a C++Program to Read Two Integers M and N & Swap their Values.
23. Write a C++Program to Accept two Integers and Check if they are Equal.
24. Write a C++Program to Compute the Sum of Digits in a given Integer.
25. Write a C++ Program to Convert the given Binary Number into Decimal.
26. Write a C++ Program to Convert a Decimal Number to Binary & Count the
Number of 1s.
27. Write a C++ Program to Convert a Given Number of Days in terms of Years,
Weeks & Days.
28. Write a C++ Program to Convert Binary to Octal.
29. Write a C++ Program to Convert Binary to Hexadecimal
30. Write a C++ Program to Convert Decimal to Octal
31. Write a C++ program to Convert Decimal to Hexadecimal
32. Write a C++ Program to Convert Roman Number to Decimal Number.
33. Write a C++ Program to Convert Octal to Binary.
34. Write a C++ Program to Convert Hexadecimal to Binary.
35. Write a C++ Program to Convert Numbers to Roman Numerals.
36. Write a C++ Program to Convert Octal to Decimal.
37. Write a C++ Program to Convert a Number Decimal System to Binary System
using Recursion.
38. Write a C++ Program to Convert Binary Code of a Number into its Equivalent
Gray’s Code without using Recursion.
39. Write a C++ Program to Find the Biggest of 3 Numbers .
40.
Write a C++ Program to Reverse a Given Number.
41.
Write a C++ Program to Reverse a Number & Check if it is a Palindrome.
42. Write a C++ Program to Find the Sum of two Binary Numbers.
43.
Write a C++ Program to Find Multiplication of two Binary Numbers.
44.
Write a C++ Program to find Product of 2 Numbers without using Recursion.
45. Write a C++ Program to Check whether a given Number is Armstrong.
46. Write a C++ Program to Check whether a given Number is Perfect Number.
47.
Write a C++ Program to Print Armstrong Number from 1 to 1000.
48. Write a C++ Program to Add two Complex Numbers.
49. Write a C++ Program to Generate Fibonacci Series of N Numbers using
Command-Line Argument.
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50. Write a C++ Program to Compute First N Fibonacci Numbers using Command
Line Arguments.
51. Write a C++ Program to Find the Sum of first 50 Natural Numbers using For
Loop.
52. Write a C++ Program to Swap the Contents of two Numbers using Bitwise XOR
Operation.
53. Write a C++ Program to Multiply given Number by 4 using Bitwise Operators.
54. Write a C++ Program to Print Diamond Pattern.
55. Write a C++ Program to Print any Print Statement without using Semicolon.
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